1. Recent Publications


3. Other Research Activities

Dan Magher’s article, The Principle of Legality and a Common Law Bill of Rights—Clear Statement Rules Head Down Under, has been identified by Linda Jellum as one of the best works of recent scholarship relating to Administrative Law, in a review published on Thursday 12 May in Jotwell: The Journal of Things We Like (Lots).

Dominique Allen presented a paper entitled ‘Alternative Dispute Resolution in Australia and the United Kingdom’ (with Alysia Blackham, Melbourne Law School), at the Berkeley Comparative Equality and Anti-Discrimination Law Conference at KoGuan Law School, Shanghai, Jiao Tong University, 9-10 May 2016.

Pompeu Casanovas was the Senior Programme Committee member and Track Chair on Security and Privacy at the 13th International Conference, ESWC2016, Heraklion, Crete, Greece, May 29th - June 2nd 2016.

Kind regards, Luca Siliquini-Cinelli